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Ergopedia essential physics chapter 9 answers

No upcoming assignments. Paper Roller Coaster Project NEW ATTACHMENT: Peer evaluation column - for evaluating your group members and the other group's presentations. The project description and coaster count column are attached.  You can find instructional videos on how to fold each of the paper templates at www.mrwaynesclass roller coaster. May 27 &amp; 28 Roller Coaster Completion Date. Your Roller Coaster will be judged on cost of materials, construction score, and extra credit (see attached scoring column). June 1-4
Presentation Day.  Your iMovie Trailer and PowerPoint/Prezi presentation is due.  Peer evaluations will also be completed and turned on (see attached). RCP - Peer review of group members.pdf The Roller Coaster Project.pdf Practical Quiz to be taken in class task: build one of the following, randomly selected, paper roller coaster sections: wide curve, sharp curve, loop, funnel, merger, diagonal support, or shelf.  You will be required to provide your own scissors and roll transparent tape. Test preparation - Electric Circuits Test dates:
Tuesday 4/28 and Wednesday 4/29 Graphics Notes with sample problems Current and circuits practice problems with answers Current and circuits quiz with answers. Suggested preparation strategy (or how to earn an A): Review your graphic notes, memorize the definitions and concepts, update the sample problems, and check your solutions. You can disregard the information on p5, See through Ch17 of your essential physics textbook.  Page 471 has a summary of the comparisons and vocabulary you need to know.   Test yourself with
the sample problems and section reviews and then check with the solutions given. After checking the notes and discussing, then test yourself with the AP practice problems.   Time yourself and aim for 1.5 min per problem.  Check your answers. If time allows, take the quiz and rate your job. The AP Physics 1 classes were given the opportunity to enjoy the iFly indoor skydiving experience for free.   iFly is a vertical wind tunnel where you can measure your own custom terminal velocity and learn what it feels like to skydive.  We have three
dates available this coming week. Tuesday, April 21, 9 AM to 12:00 Wednesday 22 April 9 AM to 12:00 Thursday 23 April to 12:00, transport is provided by AISD buses.  If you want to attend one of these dates, then do the following ASAP: send me an email or Edmodo text with your preferred date(s) print from the attached AISD field trip form and get your parent or guardian's signature, and complete the iFly online waiver at . page 1 is for your parent or guardian's name and DOB.  There is no booking number required. on page 2 or 3 your
parent or guardian may indicate that they fly and choose add a minor. Then they can add your name and complete the waiver. iFLY Field Trip Permission Slip.pdf HW 5-8 Waves - AP Practice Problems The Test on Waves will be Friday 4/10 (B-Day) and Mon 4/13 (A-day). AP-1 Waves Practice Problems (attached) - answer MC questions 10-12, 16-20 and Free Response questions 1-2. (Note: HW 5-5 was to answer MC questions 1-9, 13-15, 21 and 22. You need to review it before the test). Solutions are on the last page. An AP slide
presentation that gives an overview of this topic is also attached. The presentation includes practice problems with answers and I recommend it as part of your test review. HW 5-7 Waves - Chapter Review Note: there will be a quiz on Waves and Wave Phenomena Tuesday 4/7 and Wednesday 4/8. Do the following to review for the quiz: Essential Physics eBook – Chapter 15 Review p433 answers questions 1-20 on a separate piece of paper. Resonance &amp; Standing Waves Command - review the attached responses to HW 5-6
Graphics Notes - Oscillats &amp;amp; Waves (attached) reading and studying p14-16 Graphical Notes - Wave Phenomena (attached) reading and studying p1-3 HW 5-6 Essential Phy Waves Classwork awarded on Thu &amp; Fri March 26-27 (if you were absent) Essential Physics Handbook Ch 15.2 Wave Reproduction Reading page 418 and completes Investigation 15B Golf Interactions or what happens when a wave hits an obstacle? (EP Wave Interactions handout is attached). Read pages 420-423 and answer the Review problems
and questions on p424 in your notebook. Essential Physics Textbook Ch 15.3 Interference and Resonance Read pages 425-426 and complete Investigation 15C: Interference or what happens when there is more than one wave at a time. (EP Interference handout is attached) Homework for Mon &amp; Tuesday March 30-31 Reading pages 428-429 and completed Investigation 15D: Wavelength and Standing Waves. (EP ResonanceAndStandingWaves handout is attached) 1. Introduction to waves (13 mins) 2. Amplitude, period, frequency,
and wavelength of periodic waves (14 min) AP Practice problems (attached) - answer MC questions 1-9, 13-15, 21, 22 ap1-waves-practice-problems.pdf HW 5-2 Simple Harmonic Movement (SHM) Khan Video - Oscillatory Motion Harmonic Movement 3 (no calculus) - 10 min Graphics Notes (see the attached notes for your class) 1. Read through your notes, p1-6. (For 2nd P, complete p8 of your notes on pendulums - see attached). 2. Solve practice #1 at the bottom of p6 and problems #1,2,3,4 on p7. Selected answers to exercise
problems: p6 1a - 4.47 1/s, 1.40 s, 0.712 Hz p7 4 - x =(8.0 cm) cos (3.14 t), v= -(25 cm/s) probe (3.14 t), a = -(79 cm/s^2) cos (3.14 t) Quiz that the Graphic Notes p1-7 on Monday (7th P) and Tuesday (2nd, 8th P) covers. HW 5-1 Fair and balanced (someone must challenge the experts) Oscillation Notes from class on 2/17 and 2/19 are attached. Attached. individuals we are confronted with very competing claims about the nature of reality. How do we judge the validity of one claim against another? The choices we make in life are usually
based on what we believe is true or on our perception of how the world works. You've probably noticed that individual choices can have serious consequences for society as a whole. Read the attached article of The Scientific American entitled War is Peace by Lawrence M.. Krauss. The title refers to the double speech disclosed in Orwell's novel 1984. Mark some important sentences from the article you strongly agree on and/or disagree with. Watch a video clip from The Colbert Report showing an interview with Don McElroy, former head
of the Texas State Board of Education. Use Chrome or Firefox. Write a minimum 300 word response and send it to Turnitin.com. That's what I suggest you include in your response: - a summary of the key takeaway lessons from the article and interview (i.e. there are some common concerns and lessons brought out – find them and sum them up). - Discuss a current event in which two competing claims are evicted regarding a topic that is scientifically tested. - What are the consequences for individuals and society as a whole when making
decisions based on inaccurate or untrue information. - anything can be done to reduce the impact of pseudo-scientific claims. Should anything be done? Complete the Momentum Group Work packet #1-9 and 14-20. Check your responses with the attached key. Read p 322-323 of your eBook Newton's Cradle and Clashes in 2 Dimensions and answer the Test your knowledge problems at the bottom of the pages. Take the quiz on page 324 and record your results. Print out a copy or catch a screen shot and bring to class. Momentum Group
Work - 20 MC &amp; SA.pdf Momentum Group Work - Solutions.pdf Inquiryon 7B: Orbit (attached) Complete Part 1: Orbital Speeds of the planets table 1 and answer questions d,e, and f (let a,b,c). Use Excel to take up your data in tables and create graphs. Insert a trendline that best matches the data in each chart, shows the trendline comparison and R^ 2 value on your chart. Tip: the trend line in part e must be linear. For part f, use Excel to calculate the % error in your values of avg. velocity compared to accepted values. Complete Part
2: Transfer orbit and answer questions a, b and c. Application of new knowledge - answer questions 1-4. See the attached notes if you missed class Tuesday or Wednesday. HW 4-3 Universal Law of Gravitation The notes from the class are attached. Open the document and copy any of the notes you missed. added a few comments to the notes to the class, so you'll want to write it down too. Read Reading of your e-Book if you need to review the materials covered in class. Use the interactive calculator on page 216 of your eBook to
complete the attached Gravitational command. FYI: the E button on the calculator path is used to enter scientific notation. Notes 2nd P - universal_gravitation 2015.pdf 1. Gravitational Assignment.pdf Project - Roller Coast Design Challenge Assemble your project in the following order: Page 2 - Design Summary Pages 3,4,5... - Design Calculations HW 4-2 Roller Coaster Design Project Your assignment this week is to complete Design Step 1 (successful) before Friday 5:30 p.m. I am available before and after school to provide assistance. I
will give you credit for HW 4-2 after you showed me your work with the correct answers. AP-1 &amp; IB-1 Final Examination Review Essential Physics Handbook The Vocabulary You Need to Know is given at the end of each chapter in the Overview Section. We've covered material from the following chapters of the book: Ch 3 Position &amp; Velocity – Section 3 walks you through the general steps of how to solve motion problems. Ch 4 Acceleration – Section 2 is a good overview of gravity and freefall movement. Ch 5 Forces &amp;
Newton's Laws Ch 6 Movement in 2 Dimensions - Section 3 covers projectile movement and is for AP students only. Ch 7 Circular Motion - the final exam will only cover Section 1. Ch 9 Work &amp;amp; Energy – the final exam will cover Section 1 only Practice MC and FR problems with answers are attached below. Use it to check your understanding and NOT as a substitute for studying the book and your notes. Corrections to Class handouts The following questions in class handouts had errors corrected in the attached copies: Circular
Motion (yellow handout) questions 9, 10 Work and Energy (green handout) question 2 Dynamics (blue handout) question 6 Essential Physics Textbook - (20 min) read and take adoptions on the following sections: p261 Elastic Potential Energy Essential Physics Ch9.1 Review — (25 min) answer the review problems and questions #3-5 on p 263 and then take the quiz at the bottom of the page. Drafting: Energy is like... Energy is the property of matter that makes things happen or has the potential to make things happen. Energy can be
stored within a system in different forms (i.e. kinetic, potential or internal energy). Energy within the system can be converted from one form to another. Energy can also be transferred to or out of the system (across the system border) through various mechanisms such as work, heat, and mechanical waves. Write a 300 word essation describing an analogy that can help explain the energy concepts outlined above. In class, I used the analogy of the biological cell as a system. Your analogy should have an everyday object or concept used as
energy. A useful figure or diagram can be used to the required word counts to 200 words. Submit your essay to turnitin.com. (10 min) Introduction to Work and Energy - Khan's definitions of jobs and energy are not very useful and we will stick to the definitions presented in class (see attached notes). However, it's important that you understand how Khan concludes the comparison for kinetic energy. Take adoptions on this. Essential Physics Handbook - (30 min) reads and takes notes on the following sections: p259 Gravitational Potential
Energy HW 3-1 Uniform Circular Motion (ongoing) Fix the Section 7.1 Review problems 1-5... that displays your work in your notebook. Take the quiz on p214 (follow the Take a quiz link). Instructions for completing a quiz in Essential Physics Click on the Take a Quiz link and a new window should open with the interactive quiz. Name - type your name AND PERIOD in the name field Answer - choose the best answer for each multiple-choice question Score - grade your exam by clicking the Score button at the top of the quiz. Solutions –
click the Show Solutions button to review the physics Print – press your rated quiz and bring it to class. If you can't print at home, bring a screen shot to class on your phone or squeeze out of the library. Please don't email me a photo. Thank you. HW 3-1 Uniform Circular Motion Read and take notes on Essential Physics eBook Section 7.1 p208-213 _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
due Wednesday 11/12 Resolve the Section 7.1 Revisionist problems 1-5... that displays your work in your notebook. Take the quiz on p214 (follow the Take a quiz link). Instructions for completing a quiz in Essential Physics Click on the Take a Quiz link and a new window should open with the interactive quiz. Name - type your name AND PERIOD in the name field Answer - choose the best answer for each multiple-choice question Score - grade your exam by clicking the Score button at the top of the quiz. Solutions – click the Show
Solutions button to review the physics Print – press your rated quiz and bring it to class. If you can't print at home, bring a screen shot to class on your phone or squeeze out of the library. Please don't email me a photo. Thank you. . HW 2-6 Newton's 2nd Law - Problem-solving Newton's Second Act Problem-Solving worksheet (pink-colored class handout) Solve problems 1-9. I suggest using a separate piece of paper to show your work because there's not much space provided on the worksheet. Alert! The Test on Newton's Laws of will be
Tuesday Nov 4th or Wednesday Nov 5th. 11. Newton's 2nd Law Problem Solution.pdf HW 2-4 Newton's Laws of Movement - let's get quantitative Khan Videos - watch and take notes 1. Slow sock on Lubricon VI (4 min) 2.Inclined Force Components (13 min) - very important that you understand how to use the power with two components - one component parallel to the surface of ramp and one component perpendileg on the surface. Essential Physics eBook - p148 answer Section 5.2 reviews questions 1,2,3 (solutions given under each
question) and then takes the quiz on p148 (follow the Take a Quiz link). Instructions for completing a quiz in Essential Physics Click on the Take a Quiz link and a new window should open with the interactive quiz. Name - type your name AND PERIOD in the name field Answer - choose the best answer for each multiple-choice question Score - grade your exam by clicking the Score button at the top of the quiz. Solutions – click the Show Solutions button to review the physics Print – press your rated quiz and bring it to class. If you can't print
at home, bring a screen shot to class on your phone or squeeze out of the library. Please don't email me a photo. Thank you. HW 2-3 Newton's Laws of Movement - conceptual understanding Essential Physics eBook: read and take notes on p142-143, and 147. You should be able to name Newton's three laws of movement from memory and apply them to answer questions similar to those discussed in class from the handout Pre-Conceptions: Forces &amp;; Motion (attached below). Complete the class handout Balanced vs. Unbalanced
Forces (attached below). If you were absent Tuesday or Wednesday, completing this command is the first step to catching up with the class. Still confused? Check out the Khan Academy videos on Newton's laws. No homework is due Tuesday. However, here's the link to the vector game I showed you in class. Check it out. Beat my high score of 7450 and win a prize. Bring a screen shot with your name to it (see attached). HW 2-1 Vector Addition of Forces Solve the five problems on the attached worksheet using the component method.
Be sure to read and follow the directions on the worksheet and use the vector notation I showed you in class, e.g. F = (Fx, Fy). Solutions attached. Essential Physics eBook - read p183 and then solve problem on p185 #3. Check your answer by clicking on the solution link under the problem. Take the quiz on p185 (follow the Take a quiz link). Instructions for completing a quiz in Essential Physics Click on the Take a Quiz link and a new window should open with the interactive quiz. Name - type your first and last name in the name field
Answer - select the best answer for each multiple choice question score - grade your exam by clicking the Score button at the top of the quiz. Solutions – click the Show Solutions button to review the physics Push – press your rated quiz and bring it to class. read and record notes fix Review problems p141 #1-6 in your notebook and then check the solutions take the quiz through on the link at the bottom of p141. Instructions for completing the quiz in Essential Physics Click on the Take a Quiz link and a new window should open with the
interactive quiz. Name - type your first and last name in the name field Answer - select the best answer for each multiple choice question score - grade your exam by clicking the Score button at the top of the quiz. Solutions – click the Show Solutions button to review the physics Print – press your rated quiz and bring it to class. Text me if you can't take the quiz using the online eBook. Take a Quiz - 5.1 .pdf HW 1-9 Weight, Mass, and Force This is what we covered on Friday (B-Day) and will cover on Monday (A-day): Essential Physics Ch
5.1 p134-140 (PowerPoint notes are attached) Worksheet - Force and Weight (attached) Worksheet - Free-body diagrams (attached) All students must review p134-140 and review both worksheets before the next class (Tuesday or Wednesday) There will be 9/30 and Wednesday 10/1 short Test (40 min) on Projectile Motion on Tuesday. We will continue our discussion of Forces and Newton's law after the test. Khan - watch and take notes on the Two-Dimensional Motion video 1. Introducing and landing at different heights (15 min).
Essential Physics p204 solves problems #91, 92. Use GUESS to organize your work. (solutions for #91 are attached) Test on Projectile Movement on Tuesday Sep 30 and Wednesday Oct 1. EP - Ch 6.3 Projectile Motion p204 #91.pdf What you need to know from class on Thursday and Friday: 1. for a projectile moving in two dimensions (x and y directions), the horizontal movement (x-direction) is independent of the vertical movement (y-direction). 2. We assume that horizontal movement is constant velocity (a=0) and vertical movement is
constant acceleration (a = -g). 2. A 2-Dimensional motion problem can be solved by treating it as two 1D movement problems that share a general variable: time. Essential Physics Investigation 6B: Projectile Movement (attached) - Complete parts 1 and 2 using the interactive simulations in your ebook (p188) and then answer questions 1-3 on p4 of your handout. Exercise problems (loose in your notebook) - A stone is kicked off a cliff that is 52 m above the sea. Its initial velocity is 18 m/s in the horizontal direction. (a) How much time does it
take for the stone to hit the water, (b) how far away from the base of the cliff does the stone hit the water, and what is the total velocity of the stone just before impact (scope and direction)? The solution we worked on in 8th and 7th periods is attached. 1) Physics/Two Dimensional Movement/Visualization Vectors in 2 Dimensions (13 min) Test Review - 1D Movement including Free Fall 1. Essential Physics Ch3 and Ch4. Check out the Ch3 section reviews on p79, 90, and 95. Answers problem-solving is available on the Also check out the
Ch4 section reviews on p121 and 126. Note: You are not responsible for the topic on p125 showing terminal speed and variable acceleration. 2. AP-1 Test Review and Practice - Cinematics (attached). These questions are similar to the types of questions that will be put to the test, but do not necessarily cover all the information we have learned. Be sure to review Ch3 and Ch4 from your textbook for a full review of 1D movement. AP-1 Test review &amp;; Practice - Kinematics 2014-15.pdf HW 1-4 1D Motion - Free Fall You Need to Know
From Week 2... How to create and interpret position against time graphs for constant acceleration How to create and interpret velocity against time graphs for constant acceleration How to solve one-dimensional movement problems using the 5 comparisons of movement. Checkout Essential Physics Section 4.1 (especially p111 and p117) for an excellent review of what we discussed in class over the past week. For Next Class - Free Fall Movement Reading and Taking Notes on Essential Physics p122-123 (10 min) Look and take notes on
Khan Academy : Distracted displacement as a function of time, Acceleration, and initial speed (10 min) Plow projectile displacement, acceleration, and velocity (16 min) HW 1-3 One Dimensional Movement The difference between average speed and immediate velocity. Formulas for average speed and acceleration (Comparisons of Movement 1 &amp; 2) How to apply the five Equations of Movement to solve 1D motion problems - given three variables, fix for the unknown fourth variable. How to interpret graphs of velocity versus time –
describe the movement from the graph, know how to measure acceleration of the slope and displacement from the area. How to interpret graphs of acceleration against time – know how to calculate the change in speed from the area. Check out the Essential Physics eBook if you want to review the key ideas on 1D motion graphs: Position vs. Time p84 Velocity vs. Time p85 Fix the following problems of the attached worksheets: 1D Motion Practice Problems I – fix problems 3,4 using the GUESS method (you may have already done so in
class) and check your responses with the attached solutions. 1D Motion Practice Problems II - fix problems 1-3 using the GUESS method. This is a new worksheet that you might want to print out for easy reference later. Physics Chart Motion - answer questions 19-32 (1st and 5th period) or questions 10-32 (7th period). HW 1-2 One dimensional motion Vocabulary: vector, scale, distance, displacement, speed, velocity, and acceleration (more information on acceleration in Khan video 1 below). How to interpret graphs of position against time
– describe the movement from the graph, know how to speed up the measure. Check out Essential Physics p82-84 for a review of what we covered week one. Look and and notes on the following Khan Academy 1-D Motion videos:1. (9 mins) Acceleration.2. (10 min) Why distance is the area below velocity-time line. 3. (14 min) Average speed for constant acceleration.   Were you absent on Friday?  The class of handouts below is as of Friday 8/29.  We discuss the Notes - Derived from the Equations of Movement, solved problems 1 &amp;
2 on the 1D Motion Practice Problems I, and completed questions 1-10 from Physics Chart Movement. Introduction to Vectors &amp; Scalars 1. Subscribe to your Khan Academy account. Watch and take notes on the Khan Video - Introduction to Vectors and Scalars (8 min).  You can find this video by searching the Khan Academy's website or clicking at the top of the screen and following the links to SCIENCE/PHYSICS/ONE-DIMENSIONAL MOVEMENT.   Note: Make sure you watch the Physics video on vectors and scalers and not the
Math video on vectors. 2. Open your Essential Physics eBook and jump to page 75.  Read blg. 75 and then click the link to the interactive simulation called Displacement and Position in Two Dimensions (the link is located in the left margin on pg 75).  Download the attached Vectors Command and answer questions a thru f using the interactive simulation. 3. Subscribe to your Edmodo account. I sent you a 10-question quiz on Vectors &amp; Scalars.  Answer the questions and then press the submit button. Button.
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